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This book includes virtually all knife manufacturers, both old and new: Chicago Cutlery, Holley,

Belknap, Eagle, Remington, E.C. Simmons, Shapleigh, Winchester, Aerial, and Imperial, to name

just a few. The guide presents a common sense system for 'total appraisal' using the RBR scales;

overviews of all the major knife companies; notes on commemoratives, reproductions, and limited

editions; knife clubs and organizations; numbering systems used by companies; and current

collector values. More than 800 line drawings and an expanded full color photo gallery showcasing

the various handle materials -- celluloid, wood, bone, abalone, ivory, metal, plastic, and more. 2002

values. AUTHORBIO: Roy Ritchie is a noted expert on knives, and provides certified appraisals of

knives and collections, as well as assists insurance companies with appraisals and adjustment

evaluations. He and co-author Ron Stewart published one of the earliest books for collectors, the

Kentucky Knife Traders Manual. They went on to publish the bestselling Standard Knife Collector's

Guide, and later books followed: Big Book of Pocket Knives, Cattaraugus Cutlery Company, and

Standard Guide to Razors. AUTHORBIO: Ron Stewart is a noted expert on knives, and provides

certified appraisals of knives and collections, as well as assists insurance companies with

appraisals and adjustment evaluations. He and co-author Roy Ritchie published one of the earliest

manuals for collectors, the Kentucky Knife Traders Manual. They went on to publish the bestselling

Standard Knife Collector's Guide, then others like Big Book of Pocket Knives, Cattaraugus Cutlery

Company, and Standard Guide to Razors. REVIEW: Standard Knife Collector's Guide: big,

wide-ranging, and inexpensive. These factors have made this title one of the three or four most

popular books in the knife business. With almost a hundred pages added to this edition, the new

page count comes to nearly 800. The heart of this book is the extensive listing of major knife

companies and brands, which provides many illustrated examples that apply the authors "RBR"

system for determining a value of almost any brand of folding knife. -Knife World
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The updated 6th edition of identification and values packs in black and white photos of all kinds of

knives and covers their history as well as collector ratings by condition and the latest values. Knife

collectors will find Standard Knife Collector's Guide a detailed, important reference perfect for

identifying and assessing a collection. -Midwest Book Review --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Ron Stewart is a noted expert on knives, and provides certified appraisals of knives and collections,

as well as assists insurance companies with appraisals and adjustment evaluations. He and

co-author Roy Ritchie published one of the earliest manuals for collectors, the Kentucky Knife

Traders Manual. They went on to publish the bestselling Standard Knife Collector's Guide, then

others like Big Book of Pocket Knives, Cattaraugus Cutlery Company, and Standard Guide to

Razors.Roy Ritchie was a noted expert on knives, and provided certified appraisals of knives and

collections as well as assisted insurance companies with appraisals and adjustment evaluations. He

and co-author Ron Stewart published one of the earliest books for collectors, the Kentucky Knife

Traders Manual. They went on to publish the bestselling Standard Knife Collector's Guide, and later

books followed. Roy has since passed away. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

Book contains considrable info about history, development of varied styles and models, some

guidance on care and maintenance.and bio of some manufacturers. My greatest need is the

assorted details of grading a knife -- especially determining a realistic market price value of a knife.

This author has composed a table for chosen makes and models, followed by other tables for other

details. Fiinally, a table to rate the condition -- which produces an estimated reasonable price for the

knife. I find the first table is inadequate for any knife I presently own, by identity of the brand or



comparable model, therefore all following evaluation is irrevelant. The book has no index for any

section or any specific / type of knife, The book does have a section of some manufacturers and

some of their current productions, but again -- I have found no listing of any knife I presently own

(many of my collection are out of production - but commonly popular in general circulation).

Average for the general knife novice. It answers some questions but do not expect it to be a

comprehensive index for knife collecting.

This series of books have loads of info, useful to both the newbie or seasoned collector, great deal

and well worth the money..

Good reference. A little dated somewha tnarrow in focus but, knives are so broad that no single

book can cover everything.

I found a cigar box full of old pocket knives in my mother in laws attic. I wanted to learn more about

them and what they might be worth. This book answered that question easily while also sparking

some interest in acquiring other similar knives of value. I would recommend it or "Official Price guide

to collector knives" by Price to anyone wanting to know more about pocket knives they might

have.What I didn't like about this book was the poor quality pictures and sketches for many of the

knives, they were of copier type quality. But they were good enough for me to learn what I wanted to

know.

Covers both old and new items.

Great Resource for the knife enthusiast

good quality item
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